**One-cut Pattern Instructions (also known as Fold and Cuts)**

Cut the crease pattern out along the boundary lines (the black lines). Pinch the paper along all the fold lines to initially crease the paper. Mountain folds create mountain shapes (the blue dashed-dot lines), valley folds create valleys (the red dashed lines). Once all the fold lines are creased, work to collapse the pattern flat (all the folds will go 180 degrees). This can be tricky, so consider it part of the puzzle. If you have folded the pattern correctly to a flat state, the black lines should line up with each other (possibly on both sides of the folded pattern). Cut along the line they make. Unfold and see what shape you have created with a single cut!

Here is what it looks like when the Pi design is folded correctly (the cut has been made in this picture):

Here is what it looks like when the e design is folded correctly (the cut has been made in this picture):
The results are: